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EFFECT OF THE NUCLEAR EQUATION OF STATE ON HIGH-ENERGY HEAVY-ION COLLISIONS

J. R. Nix, A. J. S:erk, and D. Strottman

Theoretical Division, Los Plamos Scientific Laboratory

Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

ABSTRACT

on the basis of conventional nuclear fluid dynamics,

we study in two separate ways the effect of the nuclear

equation of state on high-energy heavy-ion collisions.

Our equation of state, which sometjmes contains a density

isomer, has the property that the speed of sound approaches

the speed of light in the limit of infinite compr~ssion.

In the first way, we solve nonrelativistic equations of

motion for various values of the nuclear compressibility

coefficient for the expansion of spherically symmetric

nuclear matter, The mattel is initially compressed anti

excited in head-on collisions of equal targets and pro-

jectiles at a ;aboratory bombarding energy per nuclwn clf

250 MeV, When the matter exparids to a fret’zeout density,

the remaining thermal energy is superimposwl in terms ot F

Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution with appropriat.o nucle~r

temp~ra(ure. The r~sultinq energy distributions fur

difterw}t valuu~, of tlw compw!ssibilit.y coefficient are

similar to one another, b~t they are significantly dit-

for(’nt,from a Maxwell -Holtznlal\l~df~t.rihutiun (-O1-!’l’s~)of\(lil~q”

to ent.i?vly therm(~l Pncrgy anclar~ mod(~ratoly dilf(~t’on~



from the energy distribution correspondincj to th~

Siemens-Rasmussen approximation. In the second way, we

solve relativistic equations of motion numerically in

three spatial dimensions for the reaction 20Ne + 23aU at a

laboratory bombarding energy per nucleon of 393 MeV, both

with and without a density isomer. By integrating over

the appropriate ranges of impact parameter, we compute the

double-differential cross section d2t~/dEdo corresponding

both to a’

constitut

numerical

equations

1 impact parameters and to central collisions

ng 15% of the total cross section. To within

uncertainties, the results for the various

of state are very similar to one anotner except

for central collisions at laboratory angle ()= 30° and for

both central collisions and all impact parameters at.

()= ]500, In these cases, over certain r=4ngesof energy,

d;’(l/dEd)is larger for the density isomer than for con-

vuntionat aquation5 of stat~o

i’



what

I. INTRODUCTION

High-energy heaky-ion col-lisions provide a unique opportunity to explore

happens when heavy

of the recent surge of

energy heavy-ion collis

dynamics, 1-1o where the

nuclei become highly compressed and excited. As part

nterest illthis area, several calculations of high-

ons have been performed on the basis of nuclear fluid

fundamental input is the nuclear equation fifstate.

It is of crucial importance to know the sensitivity of the calculated results

to the input equation of state.

Although some two-dime:~sional and three-dimensional calculations have

been performed fo- different equations of state, 5-8 the fairly large numerical

errors that are present have precluded an accurate assessment of this sensi-

tivity. We ~llerefore attack this problem in two separate ways. In the first

way, we perform a simple une-dimensional nonrelativisitc calculation for which

an accurate numerical sulutinn is possible, studying the sensitivity of the

energy distribution of expal]ding spherically symmetric nuclear matter to the

nuclear compressibility coefficient., 111the second way, we solve the equa-

tions of relativistic nucleirr fluid dynamics numerically in three spatial

dimel~,.icmlby u~e of’a part!cle-; n-cell finite-ciitlerence computing methc)d,
2

both with and without. a density isomer, WF usu an improved treatment, of

exterior’ cell:, tl~atdo<s ;’ot require !;etting their rest-fram~l density equiil to

normal nucl~iir density.

All of”our considerations aro based on conventional I)uclear fluid dynamics,

3



Ii. ~1’(-:~i :<.:,”:,’~:’ >’~i’:

The nuclear eq~at ion cf state, “i~” spe~-:!it~~f!k~ktfl~I117S1*:.:.L:I.(1 ,tl’;I(UIi!..

upon density and thf+I’MJ~ t’m?!’q~ . c::: 11P ~rittprl J$ thp ~llnl ~If ,1 ~“ilr)tl.l~,~i[ 1,11

from the compressional energy and a contribution from the thermal Pni’!-q)

This is seen most clearly by recalling that the total interndl energy pelt

nucleon is giveilby4

E(n,7) = [O(n) + 1 ,

where ~O(n) is the ground-state energy por nucleon at nucleo,l number densiry n

and 1 is the thermal energy per nucleon, The pressure p is then obtained from

the fundamental relation4

with different.iation at constant entropy per nucleon S.

For th~ ground-state energy per nucleon tO(n) we use a new functioniil

form which has the property that the spe~d of saund approaches Lhe speeclof

light.in the iimit of infinite com~lression, Ibis is achieved by taking

LO(I]) for n gr’edter th~n one or more crtlcal values to be a parabol~ in the

squar[~ ro..tof th~ density, so that in the limit of infinite compression it

increases linearl,ywith density. The val’.:eof Iu(n) at normal nuclear density

,; is tak~n to Iwr -R MoV LO simulate the effect’, of surfac~ and Coulomb CIler-

;:,, fqr finit~ nucll~i, In the limit.of zero del~sity, [“o(n) is takerl+.o1)(’

2/3‘f;ed tfl~-m~)rLJrJf)rt iL)nal to n:*P rjifferenc~vhetwperl a SpeCIl , tnat rel)res[’llts

t~ff binr~tic en(jryy of noninter(]ct.itlqnuf.lc~ontand d term proportional to n

drIfJ~~ co~fficit?~)tis adjust~d ‘I(Ithat.thf’tw(Jform’,join smoothly with cun-

tif~u~~u~valu~ af~d fir’!,tderivat ivf*,
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For the case in which there is no density isomer, the resulting qroui~d-

state energy ZO(n) is shown in Fig. 1 for five values of the nuclet~r com-

pressibility coefficient K ranging from O to 400 MeV. The curves for K = 200

and 400 Me\’are shown again in Fig. 2, where we exp,~nd the vertical scale to

show more clearly the density isomer in the dot-dashed curve. The isomer is

taken to occ~r’ at a density that is three times normal nuclear density, with

an energy 2 MeV higher than that at normal density and with tl,esame curvature.

For the thermal contribution to the pressure we use the nonrelativistic

Fermi-gas model, which yields’q

‘therm/,1 =~nl.
s

Unlike what is often implied, t,hi~ is a general result for the nonrelativistic

Fermi-gas model that is valid to all orders in the temperature,

1!1. NONRELATIVISIIC SPHERICALLY SYMM[lRIC EXPANS1ON

A. Fluid-dynamical stag~

We cunsir.lerIf.this section the head-on collisiul] of an equal target anti

proj~ctile with Iabulatory bombarding energy per nucleon of 250 MeV, which

corresponds relativistically to a center-of-mass energy per nuc!eon of 60,53 MeV,

We make the drastic geom~trical assumption that during the collision the

llllc]ea~*matter is ul~if~rmly compressed and excited into a sphere at rest ;I)

th(: cellter-of-mas5 s,ystum,with initial values of the density, compressiontll

en~rqy. and thermal energy determined by relativistic Rallkir~e-liu{l[lf~iut.relri-

tinns.4 Ihese relat

tion~ of fiui(idynam

a head-on c(lllisiol],

ons are obtained by integrating the relativistic equa-

cs over an infinitesimal volume nedr the contact poil~t il!

“Ihesolution% for the cas~s con~icferod twre aro illu\-

trdtt’d in I ig, 1, With increasing cumprv:tbihility cu~ff,cient, th(’ initidl



compressional energy per nucleon increases, whereas the initial density and

thermal energy per nuclebn decrease.

These quantities serve as initial conditions tor the spherically sym-

metric ex[acsion of the matter, which is treated nonrelati visticaily in two

stages. In the fir~t stage, corresponding to densities greater than a freeze-

out density, 12-14 we integrate numerically in one dimension nont’elativistic ec~ua-

tions of fluid dynamics. 15 Relativistic effects are negligible for the 60.53-MeV

center-of-mass initial ~nergy per nucleon considered here. These equations

express the conservation of nucleon number, momentum, and energy, for a par-

ticular nuclear equation of state, We neglect the surface energy, Coulomb

energy, nuclear viscusity, thermal conductivity, and single-particle effects,

as well as the production of additional particles and the associated radiat.ivp

loss of energy from the system.

Tu integrate the equations of motion we use a Lag ’angian tecilniqce, with

the radial coo~dir~at~ r divided illt.o200 points that are in

spaced but that move as the matter expands. The time step

about 3 “ 10-:~’”s for nonzero values of the compressibility

tially equally

5 taketlLo bt’

coefficient. atld



constant decrease in value and expansion of radius. The reasGn for this is

that in the calculations of Bondorf et al.16 the interior thermal energy is

not constant but is instead assumed to decrease parabolically with increa$inq

radial distance. For larger values of time, our calculated density profile

develops a shallow minimum at the center of the nucleus.

The fluid-dynamical calculation is continued until the fluid reaches a

freezeout density, 12-14 which is taken to be the point at which either the

total pressure becomes zero or the compressional contribution to the pressure

reaches its maximum negative value. For our equation of stdLe, the latter

criterion occurs at a nucleon number density n that is 9/16 of the equilibrium

density nO, With our initial conditions, this criterion governs the freezeout

for K = 100 and 200 MeV, However, for K = 400 MeV, freezeout occurs when

n = 0.75 nO because the total pressure becomes zero at that point.,

As shown in Fig. 4, the resulting energy distribution of the expanding

matter at freezeout depends slightly upon the compressibility coefficient. 1n

particular, with increasing compressibility coefficient, the energy distt*ibu-

tion becomes slightly higher and narrower, The discontinue ties in slope at

the high-energy portic]ns of the spectra arise trom numerical inaccuracies in

the treatment of the outermost cell.

0. Thermal f’oldinq

At the freezeout point, 12-14 th~ expanding matter still contains somo

thermal energy that contributes to the final energy distribution, To simuliit~’

the approximately 8-M(IV loss in binciing enerqy per nucleon corresponding to

breakup into neutrons ald protons rather than composite particles, we mea~utxj

the remflining thermal energy relative to zeru enprqy ratht’lsthan relntiv(’ to

the minimum energy at 5Cltut’at,iondcllsit.y, “Ibisthermal energy is tlwn sul~I’I’-

imposed in term!,of a nonr~l~tivistic Maxwell-f301tzmann distril)u\.ion,will)

f



temperature equal to 2/3 of

After thermal folding,

20C, and 400 MeV are indist

the thermal energy per nucleon.

the energy distributions corresponding to K = 1(!0,

ngu”shable from one another to within graphical

accuracy, as shown by the solid curve in Fig. 5. However, this common result

for nonzero compressibility coefficient peaks at a slightly lower energy and

has a longer tail than the dashed curve calculated for zero compressibility

coefficient, corresponding to the fluid-dynamical expans’

In order that the average energy per nucleon is the same

K= O is calculated for initial conditions corresponding

on of & perfect gas..

this result for

tc an energy per

nucleon of 52.53 MeV, which is 8 MeV less than the amount illustrated in

Fig. 1. UFon comparing with Fig. 4, we see that prior to ttiermal folding, the

energy distributions for nonzero compressibility coefficient are significantly

higher and narrower than the distribution for K = 0. However, after thermal

folding, the results for zero and nonzero compressibility coefficient are only

slightly different from each other.

As shown by the aotted line in Fig,

corresponding to entirely thermal energy

streak models, 14,17,18 peaks at a signif

tail than our calculated solid curve, F

is calculated with the Siemens-K.lsmussen

5, the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution

which is used in fireball and fire-

cantly lower energy and has a longer

nally, the dot-dashed c~rve in Fig, 5
15

approximation, which assumes that

one-half the initial energy per nucleon appears as constant kinetic energy,

with the other half superimposed in terms of a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution]

with appropriate nuclear temperature. Although this result is shifted from

the pure Maxwell-Boltzmann curve in the correct direction, it still peaks at d

lower energy ?nd has a lonqer tail than our calculated solid curve.
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IV. RELATIVIST?: THREE-DIMENSIONAL SOLUTION

A. Particle-in-cell computational technique

For a given nuclear equation of state and given initial conditions, we

solve the equations of relativistic nuclear fluid dyl,dllllcsriumerically in

three spatial dimensions by use of a particle-in-cell finite-difference

computing method. 2 This technique is applicable to supersonic flow and

combines some of the advantages of both Eulerian and Lagrangian methods. To

facilitate comparisons with experimental results, the calculations are per-

formed in the laboratory reference frame.

As in previous calculations with this technique, the computational mesh

consists of fixed cubical Eulerian cells approximately 1,2 fm in length. The

fluid, which moves through this mesh, is represented by about 26,000 discrete

3 = 27 particles per cell for nuclearLagrangian particles, corresponding to 3.

matter at equilibrium density. This is about three times the number of compu-

tational particles used previously.

Another improvement

exterior cells, where th(

the volume of the cell,

all exterior cells was s

Although this procedure

in the present calculation concerns our treatment of

volume occupied by the fluid is in general less than

In previous calculations, the rest-frame density of

reply set equal to equilibrium nuclear density, 2

s adequate during the early stages of th(lcollision,

it becomes increasingly worse during tne later expansion stage. We thewforp

determine the rest-frame density of edge cells by averaging the rest-framu

densities of adjacent

adjacent to interior ce’

cell volume is occupied

nterior cells. For exterior cells that are not

1s, we compute the density by assuming that the entirv

by fluid.



B. Cross section d2u/dEufl for outgoing charged particles

We consider the reaction 20Ne + 2:{AUat a laboratory bombarding energy

per nucleon of 393 MeV, for which t!?creexist experimental data on the cross

section d2a/d[dfl for outgoing charged particles. 20 For each of the three

equations of state illustrated in Fig. 2, we solve the equations of motioil for

five different impact parameters. We continue calculating the fluid-dynamical

expansion to relatively small densit

is negligible, rather than perform a

for the spherically symmetric expans

es, where the thermal energy per nucleon

thermal folding after freezeout as we did

on.

By irltegrating over the app~opriate ranges of impact l~arameter, we

compute the double-differential cross section corresponding both to all impart.

parameters and to central collisions constituting 15% of the total cross

section, The cross section for the outgning matter distribution is then

converted into the cross section d20/dEdo for outgoing

the assumption of uniform charge density,

The results calculated for a conventional nuclear

compressibility coefficient K = 200 MeV are shown in F

charged particles under

equaton of state with

g. 6 n the form of

energy spectra at four laboratory angles ranging from 30° to 150°, Some

measure of the riumerical inaccuracies inherent in the calculations

determined from the fluctuations in the histograms, which are obta

angular bir,sof 10° width.

The results calculated for all imp~~t,parameters, qiven in the left-hand

2U
side of Fiq, ~, arc cmp~led with the experimental data of Sandoval et al.

for outgoing charged particles, which include contributions from protons,

deuterons, trituns, ‘He particles, and 4He particles. Because of our neglect

of binding, at low energy the calculated result~ at all angles ar~ higher th,{l~

the experimental results, At higher en~rqy th(’calculations reproduce, t~’

10



within numerical uncertainties, the experimental data at ali angles except

150°, where the calculated results are somewhat below the experimental

results.

The results calculated for central collisions constituting 15% of the

total cross section arc given in the righ~-hand side of Fig. 6. At low energy

and all angles these result~ are significantl-~ below those for al: impact

parameters, At laboratory angle 0 = 30° the result for central collisions

decreases much more rapidly with increasing energy than the resl.lltfor all

impact parameters. Howe\er, at f3= 150° the result for central collisions is

at higher energy very similar to that for all impact parameters.” We are

unable to compare our calculations for central collisions with experimental

data becatise the data for central collisions do not yet include contributions

from camposite particles but instead include only protons. 21

As shown in Fig, 7, the results calculated for a conventional nuclear

equation of state with K = 400 MeV are very

uncertainties, to those calculated with K =

ibility coefficient alone il>a conventional

similar, to within numerical

200 MeV. Varying the compress-

equation GI state has little

effect on the sinqle-part icle-inclus ive cross section d20/dEch! for ei~her all

impact parameters or central collisions.

We show fir}ally in Fig. 8 the resu”lts calculated fur our equation of

state with a density isomer, At most energies and angles tl]ese result~ ~ru

very similar, to within numerical uncertainties, to those calculated for

conventional equations of state. However, for central collisions at o = 30°

the results calculated for a densit,y isomer decrease more slowly with ir~-

creasinq energy than those calculated for conventional equations of state.

Also, for both central collisions and ~11 impact parameters at o = 150° the

results calculated for the density isomer are higher thar} those calcul~ted fur

!.1



conventional equations ~f state. These differences arise because at this bom-

barding energy t.ht?softer density-isomer equation of state leads to higher

initial density and thermal energy per nucleon, which increases the thermal

contribution to the cross section irlregions where it would otherwise be

small.

v. OUTLOOK

On the basis of conventional nuclear fluid

sion for the spherically symmetric expansior, of

dynamics, both

nuclear matter

in one dimen-

and in three

impact parameters and for central collisions, we have shown that. the ca’

culatea results depend very little on the nuclear compressibility coeff

dimensioris for the single-particle-inclusive cross section d20/dEcKl for all

cient.

Thermal folding after freezeout reduces the small differences that are pre~ell~

even furttler.

A strcng density isomer increases the cross section d20/dEdfl for cell+,ral

collisions at O = 30° and for both central collisions and all impact par-

ameters at (3= 150°, but numerical uncertainties are compara~le to the effect,

Furthermore, the inclusion of transparency in a more realistic model that goe$

beyond conventional nuclear fluid

central collisions at ()= 30°, wh

imental data.

dynamics would also increase d2u/dEdj for

ch complicates the interpretation of exper-

Although current experimental data on relativistic heavy-ion collisions

can be under~tood on the ba~is of conventional ideas, the work done thus far

provides a necessary background for the ident.ificat.ionof any new pherlom~na

that ,nay result from high compression and excitatior~ of nuclear matter,

Possibl@ directions for the future include studies of excitation functiuns,

two-particle correlations, impact-parameter dep~ndences, particl u-multi~]”licit.y

1?



distributions, the deuteron/proton ratio, and the Coulomb distortion of

r:]arged-pion spectra.

We are grateful to J. 1. Kapusta and J. W. Negele for stimulating

discussions. This work was supported by the U. S. Department of Energy.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. Compressional contribution to our conventional nuclear equation

of state, for five values of the compressibility coefficient K. The arrows

denote the thermal energy per nucieon 2 and the nucleon number density n

achieved in the head-on collision of an equal target and projectile with

laboratory bombarding energy per nucleon of 250 MeV,

Fig. 2. Compressional contribution to our conventional nuclear equation

of state, for two values of the compressibility coefficient K, and tu our

equation of state with a density isomer.

Fig, 3, Time evolution of ~he density profile for the spherically

symmetric expansion of matter that is initially compressed and excited illthe

head-on collision of an equ I target and projectile with a laboratory bom-

barding energy per nucleon of 250 MeV. The nuclear compressibility coeffi-

cient K is 200 MPV,

\iq, 4, Distribution of kinptic energy per nucleon at the frv+ezeutll

poil]t, fur thre~’vtllues of the nuclear compr~ssihility coefficient K, and toli

the expansion of a perfect. gas that, ib init.ia!tycompr~’s~ed and excited witl~ i~

center-of-rnas~ energy per nucleon ot 52,b3 MeV,

Iig. 5, Distribution of kinetic energy per nucleon after supcrimposinq

the thermal energy al trc~zeout in telsmg of a nunrelativisitc Maxw(~ll-Hljltlll];+i~l~

dU5tributionm Ihe results for thre~’values 0[ the nuclear compressibility

coefficient K are i!~distill~jllisl]al~l[’frcrmonu another to within gr~~lhical

accurac,y am.1are shown by the solid curve’,which is coml)arod to thrw oth[’r

d;~~ri~ll~,i~l~:,witl~ th~ same av~raglj ~l}t~t’qyp~}’tl\tcIPoI~,

1!)



Fig. 6. Charged-particle energy spectrum d20/dEd!) calculated for our

conventional nuclear equation of state with compressibility coefficient

K = 200 MeV. The histograms

in

et

the left-hand side of the

~, 20

calculated for all impact parameters are compared

figure with the experimental data of Sandoval

Fig, 7. Charged-partic le energy spectrum d20/dEcKl calculate[ for our

conventional nuclear equation of state with compressibility coeffcier~t

are comp~r~ci

Sandoval

K = 400 MeV. The histograms calculated for all impact parameters

in the left-har~d side of the figure with the experimental data of

et alm20

Fig. 8, Charged-particle energy spectrum d:u/dEch! calculated for our

riuclear equation of state with a density is,lmer, The histograms calculated

for all impact parameters are compared illthe left-hand side of the figuru

with the experimental data of Sandoval (!tal.20
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